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Measuring Credit Outcomes 

There are numerous ways to quantify credit outcomes - each of 

these metrics have their strengths and weaknesses. However, for 

purposes of valuation, risk management, and scenario analysis, it 

is essential to estimate credit transitions. These are also commonly 

referred to as roll rates, and we use the terms synonymously. 

Transition rates are defined by the “from” status and the “to” status.  

For example, the fraction of loans that end up as 30-day delinquent 

(hereafter, D30) at the end of a given month relative to the number 

of loans that were current at the start of the month is referred to as 

the “current to D30” monthly transition. We’ll use the following 

notation “C->D30” to refer to these transition rates – which can be 

either historical realizations or model-based probabilities. In this 

setting, the fundamental unit of analysis is a loan/month, rather 

than a loan. This transition approach is equally applicable to both 

In this Issue: 

MSRs (where the primary concern is delinquencies and the need to advance; loss severities are 

secondary) as well as to whole loan valuation (where the primary concerns are cumulative 

liquidations and loss severities). In a forthcoming Research Insight, we’ll explain the reasoning 

behind this assertion, describe how these transition rates are integrated into our analytics platforms, 

and show how clients can access and dial them.   

Figure 1 shows the C->D30 rate by sector across observation periods. These data points are from 

the GNMA MBS Loan Level Disclosures and go back to 2013. This figure shows that FHA C->D30 

rates are substantially higher (roughly 1.8x) than VA C->D30 rates, and this holds across all 

observation periods. 

Figure 1: C->D30 rate by sector across observation periods       Source:  MIAC Analytics™  
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Is this substantial FHA/VA performance disparity explained by observable borrower, loan, property, 

and economic attributes? Figure-2 suggests that this is indeed possible, since most VA credit drivers 

are substantially better than FHA credit drivers. 

 

FHA Loans are Worse Even After Controlling for Characteristics  

Do the worse characteristics of FHA loans fully explain their weaker credit performance?  In order to 

address this important question, we need a statistical model that relates the probability of a C->D30 

transition to observable loan-level characteristics. We have estimated and implemented models for 

all relevant transitions in our CORE-5.1 model, which is available in our WinOAS™ platform. For 

each transition – including the C->D30 transition under discussion here - we estimated a generalized 

logistic model using the GNMA loan-level data described above. By generalized logistic, we mean 

that raw explanatory variables are transformed as needed to achieve the necessary behavioral 

response profile. In subsequent articles, we’ll delve into our model development process and 

explanatory factors in more detail. 

Our most important finding is that, even after adjusting for their worse observable characteristics, 

FHA C->D30 rates are, on average, 1.3x higher than VA C->D30 rates. We say “on average” 

because, in a probabilistic model, the impact of any attribute depends upon the levels of other 

attributes. In other words, about 62% of FHA underperformance can be explained by their worse 

characteristics (i.e., 1.8-1.3/0.8) with 38% unexplained (i.e., 0.5/0.8). We did some sensitivity testing 

and found that this conclusion is robust to the details of the model specification. Further, the weaker 

attribute-adjusted performance of FHA versus VA has been documented by other researchers using 

alternative datasets and methodologies (see, for example, Goodman et al [2014])¹.  
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Figure 2: VA Credit Drivers     Source:  MIAC Analytics™  

Attributes FHA VA RHS PIH Overall

DTI (%) 40.2 38.4 35.2 32.5 39.2

FICO 634.2 707.5 691.3 656.5 657.2

Ever-D30 (%) 14.0 6.6 12.7 8.2 12.1

Age 20.7 20.3 23.0 23.0 20.8

Unemployment Change (%) -0.82 -0.81 -0.97 -0.57 -0.83

LTV-MTM (%) 81.5 83.0 88.1 82.8 82.5

LTV-Orig (%)-Refi 87.8 88.1 99.4 82.7 88.1

LTV-Orig (%)-Purchase 95.4 97.6 100.1 96.2 96.6

Original Balance 178,345 234,308 139,649 176,675 188,496

Purchase  (%) 63.4 71.7 93.7 78.1 68.2

SATO (%) 0.53 0.45 0.38 0.38 0.50

Observations (loan/months) 95,936,031 35,149,268 12,928,499 411,374 144,425,172

¹  Goodman, Seidman, and Zhu, 2014, Urban Institute, “VA Loans Outperform FHA Loans. Why? And What Can We Learn?” 
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The reason for this disparity is that VA loans have, on average, better unobserved characteristics, 

and Goodman et al outline  a number of possibilities, such as the VA Residual Income Test, VA 

Servicing Practices, the Military Culture, and so on. The list of potential unobserved characteristics is 

endless, and may well include more adverse down payment assistance in the FHA sector, a higher 

percentage of thin credit files, lower reserves, higher payment shock from the prior loan, etc. 

Another way to visualize the impact of sector and the importance of better VA observed 

characteristics is to display segmented model fits versus some important credit attribute. Figure 3 

shows model fits versus FICO score – one of the most important drivers of mortgage credit. It is 

evident that our CORE-5.1 model captures the impact of FICO very well for both sectors. At every 

level of FICO, FHA performance is worse than VA performance. 

 

GNMA Credit Models Should Include the FHA/VA Mix  

Sector is a very important credit attribute readily available to clients, and it should be used when 

assessing credit risk. GNMA credit models which ignore the impact of sector are mis-specified and 

cannot be relied upon for accurate projections. 
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Figure 3: Prob (C -> D30) v. FICO—Segmented by Sector      Source:  MIAC Analytics™  
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This commentary and analysis were prepared by the Mortgage Industry Advisory Corporation (MIAC®). It was not prepared by a 

research analyst, nor is it intended to constitute a research report. The data and the views expressed herein are not independent of 

the interests of MIAC or its clients. This commentary and analysis is for informational purposes only and does not constitute a 

recommendation of or a solicitation to buy or sell a security, whole loan, mortgage servicing right and related derivatives and assets. 

This information is being provided exclusively to “Institutional Investors” as that term is defined by FINRA.  Because this commentary 

and analysis is for Institutional Investors only, it is not subject to all the independence and disclosure standards applicable to reports 

prepared for retail investors. For the same reasons, this commentary and analysis may not be copied, forwarded or redistributed in 

any form to retail or non-institutional investors. 
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